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In this paper are described studies of the team of Prof. Momchil Dobrev and Prof. Mariola Garibova 
proving the truth about depression as a mental disorder based on THEORY OF THE UNIVERSUM 
developed by Prof. Mariola Gariova and Prof. Lord Momtchil Döbrev - Halachev in the Year 2005, 
Basics of the Cosmological Theory of Information and Vortex Field Theory developed by Lord Prof. 
Momtchil Döbrev - basic structure of the unionvrsum". 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The explanation of this as depressions as a mental disorder 
from the point of view of the energy of the human being gives 
a complete picture of these diseases. It is high time for the 
human body to be seen as an energy system and not only to 
explain the human illnesses from this point of view, but it will 
also give specific methods of treating the diseases that 
traditional medicine has not yet given.Explaining the 
depressions from the point of view of the energy of the human 
being gives a complete picture and clarifies not only the 
nature of these diseases, but also provides ways for their better 
treatment.1991 Lord Prof. Dr. Momchil Dobrev creates his 
theory of vortex fields and Cosmological information theory. 
The explanation of how information and energy is transmitted 
on what paths, based on Momchil Dobrev's theory of vortex 
fields and cosmological information theory, is a new reading 
and proof of what the tree of life is painted and painted by 
ancient 3000 to 12000 BC. Stepping on his theories Lord Prof. 
Dr. Momchil Dobrev, with the help of Prof. Mariola 
Garibova, 2005 they both developed the “Theory of 
Universum” and related equipment and made research based 
on the fact that the chakras of the person who is the energy 
center are double whirlwinds that work in a specific way. The 
results are undisputed and prove a new jade of medicine in the 
treatment of human diseases-physically and mentally - 
holistically - based on the energy of the human being. 2). 
Basics of the THEORY OF THE UNIVERSUM developed by 
Prof. Mariola Gariova and Prof. Lord Momtchil Dobrev –  
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Halachev in the yyear 2005, basics of the Cosmological theory 
of Information and Vortex Field Theory developed by Lord 
Prof. Momtchil DObrev 1991 Momchil Dobrev Dobrev 
creates Cosmological theory of information (Dobrev , 2009) 
and theory of vortex fields (Dobrev , 2012)- the basis of 
everything. In the same year Momchil Dobrev created two 
free energy generators using the theoretical and practical 
solutions of both theories, creating prototypes, but actually 
refusing to start regular production because he knows that all 
scientists and inventors create such generators soon after they 
are killed.The real vortex theory proves the existence of 
swirling fields in the fabrication of matter at the lowest to the 
highest level, starting from the atomic structure, to the 
construction of star systems, galactic systems of the universe. 
On the other hand, the vortex fields are also present in the 
construction and functioning of the human body. On the other 
hand, the cosmological theory of information proves that 
vibrations are the basis of the existence of all objects in the 
universe and man in particular. Even at the cellular level there 
are precisely defined vibrations of precisely defined 
frequencies and frequency spheres. Each cell, even every 
organ vibrates with exactly the same frequency when it is in a 
state of health and certain other ones when it is in a disease 
state. The deviation from the interval norm of the "healthy" 
body vibrations proves the opposite that the body is sick. In 
February 1985, Momchil Dobrev, under the leadership of 
Professor Karl Heinz von Gotte, found superconductivity, but 
because of the intervention of a Bulgarian state security agent 
then working at the Berlin embassy in Berlin and the US CIA, 
stealing materials and betraying them, but Momchil Dobrev 
Dobrev refuses, is forbidden to publish the discovery. So 1985 
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because of State Security cop Prof. Gote and Momchil Dobrev 
are not awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics. The Nobel Prize 
in two years has been given to two scientists from Switzerland 
to discover superconductivity in September 1985. - seven 
months after Prof. Gote and Momchil Dobrev.The vortex 
fields actually carry, distribute, create both information and 
energy. There is actually a conversion of information into 
energy and vice versa. In fact, on the basis of the theory of the 
vortex fields, the passage of the material in the process of 
materialization and dematerialization is undisputed, in which 
the processes do not lose the information. On the other hand, 
the vortex fields are the basis of matter and antimatter. Swirl 
fields emit vibrations precisely defined and at specified 
intervals.This is the relationship of the vortex fields with the 
cosmological information theory.Three distinct principles 
apply to each swirling system:There is a force that is at the 
heart of the whirlwind - in its center, and it controls the entire 
structure. For each imi structure swirling forces that cause the 
structure to strive for center, swirling forces that cause the 
structure to strive for external propagation, and a separate 
force that prevents objects from the structure from leaving the 
structure itself - that is, has the force of limiting the size of the 
structure.Vortex structures are also hurricanes. In the center of 
hurricanes is peace.There are chakras in the human body both 
at the physical level and at the other two levels, which besides 
supplying information and energy to the respective glands and 
levels and organs at these levels, but it also raises the energy 
to the highest level. 
 
The whirling structure that radiates the corresponding 
vibration - its section Light is a vortex. Each electromagnetic 
wave is a whirl, the point at which both the electric field and 
the magnetic field are the zero point.Moreover, the space 
generating the vortices is geometrically based on the golden 
section, the numbers phi and pi.Electromagnetic wave is a 
whirlwind in a straight line.A basic element in the 
cosmological theory of information is also to note the basic 
principle.The single field covers and is based on vortex 
fields.The dissemination of energy, of information becomes 
unique with the swirling movements in a spiral way - right 
rotation.This is the easiest way to predict energy and 
information in the universe.That is why it is the connection of 
information and energy, ie. both are transmitted in the same 
way.Only this is the way of spreading energy and information 
- the vortex fields. Energy and information are not distributed 
on STRUMENTS. THE VORTEX FIELD and its forms are 
THE BASIS OF THE SINGLE FIELD. The vibrations had a 
swirling structure. Only the vortex structure can spread in one 
space - in this case the Cosmos. Spreading information into 
space is purely a whirlwind principle. The two theories prove 
that real human thought can be both a carrier of both 
information and energy and cause changes at the material 
level and at the spiritual level. There are 12 dimensions of 
consciousness, the basics of which are types of vortex fields. 
Only On the first density level (first, second and third 
dimension) lies our incarnate self. At each density level 
corresponds a certain type of matter and type of consciousness 
- that is, an information field with an information structure for 
the relevant plurality level.  Our first harmonic universe, or 
that of Earth, we have a biological structure that is based on 
carbon and matter is on a physical level.  In the depths of a 
harmonious universe where our souls inhabit, there is a 
silicon-carbon biological structure, and matter is on a 
physical-etheric level, also called a semi-etheric level.  In a 
third harmonic universe, the creatures are composed of 

crystalline silicon and the matter of net is entirely etheric.  The 
biological structure of the fourth harmonic universe, where the 
current levels of consciousness or the state of its current state 
are found, is a "crystalline liquid light," and the particles at 
that level are called premastery. Dimensions 13, 14 and 15 at 
five density levels are composed of antimatter (other than 
antimatter) and the biology of the beings there is called 
"crystalline light radiation". At the three levels above this 
dimension, namely polaris, triadic and ecuatec levels, the 
beings are of pure consciousness and these levels are not 
considered dimension. Our soul includes us and eleven 
incarnated personalities, or a total of twelve people.  Our soul 
together with another 11 people forms our air. Accordingly, 
the smell is composed of 144 incarnated personalities. Twelve 
halves make up the Christ avatar, which includes 144 people 
and 1,728 incarnate personalities.   
 
Accordingly, 12 Christ avatars are connected and make up one 
rhesus adept.The relics of the Adept include, in turn, a further 
144 breaths, 1,728 people and 20,736 incarnate figures. All 12 
personalities of the soul are placed in the so-called time 
vector. They are arranged as the clock on the dial is marked. 
In this way, 6 pairs of born persons are formed. These are 1 
and 7, 2 and 8, 3 and 9, 4 and 10, 5 and 11, 6 and 12. Most 
energy is allocated to pairs 12 and 6 as well as to pairs 3 and 
9. These personalities are called "((the ethics" faces of the 
soul ".Most often position 12 is a man and position 6 is a 
woman.They have the same DNA template. Clearing the link 
with your own avatar helps strengthen everyone's biofields 
and creates protection from negative intrusions up to 12 
dimensions.  The avatar is part of the multidimensional 
identity structure and corresponds to Mahara - this is the body 
of the fourth harmonious universe. The avatar includes the 10 
dimensional mind, the mind of the 11th dimension and the 
nirvana mind of the 12th dimension. Avatar avatance is a 12-
dimensional level of consciousness that can be achieved at the 
biological level with full activation of a 12-stranded DNA 
template. In catara, this DNA template is called a genetic 
footprint of the tagged matrix as well as DNA. When one 
integrates its avatar level, it changes its perceptions of time 
space and matter and submits the so-called multiverse 
consciousness of the 12th dimension. Multiverse 
consciousness is an enterprise and an ability to interact with 
our minds, souls, and our personalities, who are in different 
spatial-temporal realities 8 years ago in the past or the future / 
The iovidvid becomes capable of moving freely between the 
12 dimensions - to ascend and descend into the four density 
levels.   
 
This gain is possible after activating the 12 levels of DNA 
template threads.  Another ability that the avatars have is to 
have a galaxy's memoir. This awakening is synchronized with 
raising the vibration of a morphogenetic field, and most 
avatars are awakened to levels when the vibration of the paid 
one rises. Initially the integration of human identity took place 
in a life like human form, it was eternal, and the person did 
not die, but ascended to a higher harmonic universe. This 
passage has occurred with the physical body through which 
the process of atom transmutation takes place.  Because of the 
deformations in the morphogenetic field of the Earth, 
deliberately conceived by other stellar rays, this process was 
the precursor, and people's lives began to be realized by 
successive incarnations. The reincarnation was not the 
evolutionary process of the human race, but it began to work 
more than five and a half million years ago. 
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Levels of consciousness - an aspect of myself 
 

 physical level, physical body, survival instincts 
 Emotional, sexual, emotional, 
 will - intellectually, rationally logical - ego - lower 

mind. 
 Mental, Intuitive, Creative, Astral - Higher Mind. 
 Love, union, the only, etheric - heart light body 
 causal level, vicious life - causal body. 
 Pure Essence Higher Self - Soul 
 Higher reason wisdom, knowledge - superstitious 
 Celestial Consciousness - Monad 
 Cosmic consciousness - Christ / Buddha essence 
 Intergalactic consciousness - individual and divine 

essence 
 Universal consciousness - a universal divine essence. 

 
Beyond the 12th great mystery the emptiness - divine 
consciousness / peaks god. 
  
Flexibility 
 

 material kingdom 
 level - plant 
 animal - animal 
 level - human beings. 
 level - etheric light body 
 level - causal body 
 level - the soul, the angels 
 level the superstition, the archangels 
 Level Monad, Ascended Teachers. 
 level - the great central sun. 
 level of all-galactic universe. 
 level - gods creators. 
 level - divine consciousness the emptiness, the 

unknowable. 
 

Achieving a higher state of consciousness is associated with 
making    a change in density, ie. evolving from a form of life 
from a lower order to a higher-form life form. 
 
Dimensions 
 

 level - coaching 
 level location 
 level depth, size, physical plan. 
 level-time thought, asparagus 
 level-love, the only, planetary plan 
 level-causal plan, acoustic records. 
 plan of the house, low heavenly spheres. 
 the supernatural, intermediate celestial divisions. 
 monad, high heavens. 
 Paradise / Worshiping Worlds. 
 The universe 
 other universes 
 divine consciousness. 

 
COLORS of corresponding levels of consciousness and 
corresponding levels of dimensions 
 

 Red Level 
 Orange level 

 Level - Yellow 
 Level - Green 
 Level - Pink Higher Heart 
 Level Blue - Throat 
 Level - Indigo - third eye 
 Level - Violet - the crown of the head 
 Level - Silver - over the crown 
 Level - Gold - Christ's self 
 Level White - Divine self 
 Level Clean - universal essence 
 Level Black - the emptiness. 

  
Theory Of The Uniersum 
 
The theory of unievrsum , which in turn distinguishes: 
 

- "energy-information genetics", 
- "energy-information psychology" 
- "energy-Information Psychiatry" 

 
On the basis of the Cosmological Information Theory and 
Vortex Theory Theory, Mariola Garbova and Momchil 
Dobrev elaborate 2005. Theory of Universum.We will briefly 
state that, based on the research of the human energy system 
and how it affects precisely defined diseases such as the 
identification system and consequently as a method of therapy 
and healing, it has been proven that the chakras actually 
represent the human energy centers double swirls that can 
rotate both on one side and the other. The interdependence of 
man's energy is energetic in the environment at both the 
conscious and the subconscious level, he has demonstrated the 
connection of human states, diseases, diseases, to the state of 
man's energy system - chakras, energy flows, consciousness, 
subconscious.  In fact, diseases that have been studied by 
Mariola Garibova and Momchil Dobrev have found an easy 
and adequate explanation. This, in turn, not only provides an 
explanation for the types of illness, but also gives a realistic 
guide to their therapy holistically - ie. complex - physical and 
spiritual - ie. energy. 
 
Based on these studies, the following sections of medicine, 
biology, psychology, genetics, 
 
- "energy-information genetics", 
- "energy-information psychology" 
- "Energy-Information Psychiatry" 
 
Since the current article allows for such a voluminous viewing 
of matter that requires a monograph of at least 1500-2000 
pages, we will give the results briefly below. 
 
Depression - types, symptoms, signs, social problems, 
physical problems – shortly  One of the areas that Mariola 
Garbova and Momchil Dobrev with his team of researchers 
was and is psychology and psychiatry - respectively 
depression and its types. So here we will briefly describe the 
main directions on which the research results are obtained. 
Depression is the general happening of a feeling of 
melancholy, despair, helplessness, stupidity, sadness, 
Melancholic Depression Loss of interest or pleasure from 
activities that usually deliver joy Early wake up in the 
morning Reduced emotional reactivity in terms of positive 
stimuli of the environment - lack of emotional response to 
pleasant experiences Symptoms Of The Depression – shortly 
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Some people experience several symptoms. The severity of 
symptoms of depression varies depending on physical persons 
and also varies over time. 
 
Symptoms 
 
A sense of complete apprehension, hopelessness and 
meaninglessness of everything. 
 

 Persistent sadness and depression 
 Feeling anxious and helpless 
 Feeling emptiness 
 Anger and irritability 
 Feeling guilty 
 Loss of confidence 
 Lack of interest in everyday activities indifference 
 Lack of motivation "chronic fatigue, lack of energy, 

lethargy 
 Difficulties in concentration, memory disturbances 
 Difficult decision making, passivity 
 Inability to test pleasure 
 Fear of the future 
 Thoughts or suicide attempts 
 Eating disorders, loss of appetite - weight reduction 
 Increase in appetite - Weight gain 
 Sleep disturbance, wheezing/insomnia, early 

awakening, feeling of fatigue after normal longer 
sleep/ 

 

Recognition Of Clinical Depression 
 

 Seriously sad, anxious, or "empty" mood 
 Feelings of ignorance, pessimism 
 Feeling guilty, 
 A sense of futility 
 Feeling helpless 
 Loss of interest or pleasure from hobby, action, 
 Reduced energy 
 Fatigue 
 Difficulty concentrating, remembering, making 

decisions 
 Insomnia 
 Early co-awakening 
 Appetite 
 Think of death 
 Think of suicide 
 Suicide attempts 
 Feeling anxious "Feeling irritable 

 
Social Problems 
 

 Insulation, 
 Lack of interest in sex and / or lack of sexual desire 
 Lack of enjoyment 
 Difficulties in the relationship 
 Social withdrawal 
 Social withdrawal from contact with people 

 
Physical Problems 
 

 Feeling of physical exhaustion, headache, back pain, 
stomach pain, pain 

 

RESEARCH OF THE DEPRESSION FROM PROF. 
MARIOLA GARIBOVA AND PROF. MOMCHIL DOBREV 
based on Theory of Universe, Cosmological Theory of 
Information and Theory of Swirl Fields. On the basis of the 
Cosmological Theory of Information and Theory of the Viper 
Fields of Momchil Dobrev, both Momchil Dobrev and 
Mariola Garbova develop Theory of the Universe as part of 
this theory: 
 

- "energy-information genetics", 
- "energy-information psychology" 
- "Energy-Information Psychiatry" 

 
Signs For Clinical Department 
 

- Still sad, trembling, gloomy and "festive" 
- Feeling guilty 
- Loss of interest or pleasure from favorite hobbies and 

activities, including sex 
- Reduced energy, fatigue 
- Difficult concentration, difficult decision-making 
- Insomnia, waking up early in the morning 
- Lack of appetite and weight loss, systemic overeating 

and filling 
 "Mills for death, real attempts to kill 
- Anxiety and irritability 
- Feeling hopeless and helpless 
- Low self-esteem 
- Continuous guilt or futility 
- Loss of motivation 
- Indifference 

    
RESEARCHES of Prof. Momchil Dobrev, Prof. Mariola 
Garibwa and Aleksandyr Garibov with equipment from the 
Dobrev-Halachev Scientific Research Institute - created by 
Prof. Momchil Dobrev More than 47 studies have been carried 
out on people with depressions with scanning apparatus, a 
device that scans the patient's energy system, and takes into 
account the energy of each of the seven main chakras, the 
auratic fields of the patia, where and what kind of energy - 
what color of energy . 
 
The apparatus shall account for: 
 

- blockages of the respective chakras - level, degree, 
blocking force, 

- where the blocking from the front or back comes from, 
- direction of blocking - from inside out or from inside out 
- energy threads included in both the mind and the 

subconscious level. 
- Chakra color, change, color, 
- Turn on another color of energy in the chakra - 
- Turn on another power source 
- Degree of switching from an external source from an 

external source behind the chakras 
- Color of switching on a new power source in the chakra. 
- Include this energy source - field and another chakra. 
- Switching color of another source of energy 
- Color of energy source at sub-level 
- Color of energy source at the level of consciousness 
- Energy contamination of the chakra by the patient 

himself - his consciousness 
- Energy contamination of the chakra patient from another 

source at the level of consciousness 
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- Energy contamination of the chakra patient from another 
source at the subconscious level 

- Energy contamination n 
 

It is also known that energy bonds connecting the patient's 
energy field are in front of the chakras, and which ones are 
behind the chakras. What energy objects are connected to the 
patient's energy system. What the research has shown and 
confirmed in identical cases of patients' disease: Particular 
patient results confirmed in patients are similar symptoms. 
 
1. Example - patient with depression - energy connected at 
the back of the fifth chakra - color of the energy input of the 
other source at the moment of switching - gray. Result - 
Patient does not speak to him at the moment of inclusion. The 
emergence of a gray energy field at sixth and seventh chakras. 
 

2. Example - patient with suicidal depression - energy-
connected at   the back of the first chakra - color of the energy 
input of other source - at the moment of insertion - gray-black. 
Result - the patient wants to kill himself. Appearance of a gray 
energy field at the level of the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh 
chakras. 
 

3. Example - a patient with depression - feeling guilty - 
energy-connected in the front and / or back of a second 
chakra. In the rear connection - the color of the power switch 
is gray. 
 

 At the front - in the direction of blocking a second 
chakra from the inside out - the chakra pollution - 
brown. 

 At the front - in the direction of blocking a second 
chakra from the outside to the inside - gray, black - 
brown. 

 

4. Example - a patient with fearsome psychosis - an energy 
spiral on the front and / or the back of the first chakra. 
 

5. Continuously sad, jarring, gloomy and "festive"  Patient - 
first and second chakra. 
  

6. Loss of interest or pleasure from favorite hobbies and 
activities, including sex 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Reduced energy, fatigue - energized on the fourth front 
panel chakra 
 
8. Difficult concentration, difficult decision-making - third 
chakra, fourth chakra, six chakra 
 
9. Insomnia, waking up early in the morning Lack of appetite 
and weight loss, systemic overeating and filling 
 

10. Thoughts of death, real attempts to wipe - blocked first 
chakra 
 

Appearance of a gray field in the second clock 
 

11. Anxiety and irritability - 
 
12. Feeling sorrow, hopelessness and helplessness - the fourth 
chakra, the first chakra, the sixth chakra. 
 

13. Low self-confidence - the third chakra and the sixth 
chakra 
 

14. Continuous guilt or futility - second chakra, third chakra 
 

These are the results that the corresponding patient condition 
is confirmed by the patients concerned. 
 

Conclusion 
 
The above results show that only a complete and 
complementary energy study of human energy will give a 
clearer picture of its illnesses and provide better and more 
specific treatments and treatments. The human organism has 
to be holistically dissolved as an energy system that contains 
not only physics but also energy - soul. 
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